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Overview



1937 – Millspaugh	coins	
term	“Dementia	Pugilistica”	

describing	atypical	
symptoms	of	retired	boxers

1920s 1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s

1928 – Martland	describes	
“Punch	Drunk”	clinical	

syndrome	in	retired	boxers

1934 – Parker	publishes	
“Traumatic	Encephalopathy	

(‘Punch	Drunk’)	of	
Professional	Pugilists”

1940 –Bowman	&	Blau	first	use	
“chronic	traumatic	encephalopathy”	
describing	persistent	symptoms	in	a	

retired	boxer

1954 – Brandenburg	&	
Hallervorden	first	
characterize	AD-like	

pathology	in	former	boxer	
case	study

1949	&	1957	– Critchley	
describes	“chronic	traumatic	
encephalopathy	of	boxers”

1969 – Roberts	reports	on	
nervous	system	lesions	in	
sample	of	37	retired	boxers	

1973 –Corsellis	et	al.	describe	
neuropathology	of	DP	as	abnormal	
NFT	deposition	without	plaques	in	

brains	of	15	retired	boxers

1990	– Roberts	et	al.	re-examine	
brains	from	Corsellis	et	al.	with	new	

staining	technique	and	reports	
presence	of	AD-like	senile	plaques

1999 – Geddes	et	al.	notes	
neocortical	NFTs	around	
blood	vessels	in	young	

cohort	with	multiple	mTBI

2000	-2004 2005-2009 2010-2013 2014-2016 2017

2005 –Omalu	et	al.	report	
case	study	of	“chronic	

traumatic	encephalopathy”	
in	a	retired	NFL	player

2005	&	2007– Guskiewicz	et	
al.	report	correlations	

between	concussion	history,	
MCI,	and	depression

2009 –McKee	et	al.	further	
characterize	CTE	pathology	
in	review	of	48	autopsy-

confirmed	cases

2012 –McKee	et	al.	describe	
spectrum	of	CTE	pathology	
in	cohort	of	68	brains	with	
repetitive	mTBI	history

2010-Present – Incorporation	of	advanced	neuroimaging	(e.g.	PET,	DTI)	and	fluid	
biomarkers	(e.g.	plasma,	serum,	and	CSF	tau)	to	develop	science	of	in	vivo	detection	

and	clinical	correlates	of	CTE	with	mixed	results	to-date.	Clinical	trials	ongoing.

2013-2016 –Several	proposed	
diagnostic	criteria	for	clinical	

symptoms	of	CTE,	or	“Traumatic	
Encephalopathy	Syndrome”

2015 –Criteria	for	
pathological	diagnosis	of	

CTE	published	from	
NINDS/NIBIB	consensus	

meeting

From	Asken	et	al.,	2017
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“Punch Drunk”
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“Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy”
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American Football

Cause of death: Heart Attack

2005 – the “modern” CTE era



�

Is CTE the same as 
“Punch Drunk”?

� Punch Drunk

� Primarily motor 
symptoms

� Symptoms present 
DURING careers

� Cognitive changes 
only seen later in 
minority of cases

� CTE

� Cognitive and/or 
behavioral symptoms first

� Symptoms typically 
present many years after 
retirement

� Motor symptoms rare

• Most discuss as synonymous
• Vastly different clinical presentations



�
Does Impact Mechanism Matter?

Boxers
� Rotational > Linear

� ↑	Brain stem involvement
� CTE + Motor features

� 83.3% (5/6)
� CTE + severe cerebellar 

dentate NFTs
� 80.0% (4/5)

� “Classic” CTE cases
� Prior to the year ~2000

American Football
� Linear > Rotational

� ↑	Cortical/frontal involvement
� CTE + Motor features

� 18.8% (3/16)
� CTE + severe cerebellar dentate 

NFTs
� 16.7% (2/12)

� “Modern” CTE cases
� 2000 and later

Montenigro et al., 2015



�
Terminology
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Neuropathology vs. 
Clinical Syndrome

“Does repetitive brain trauma 
increase risk for dementia?”

“Does repetitive brain trauma increase 
risk for neuropathological changes?”



Neuropathology Clinical Syndrome

Tau
Amyloid
TDP-43

Lewy bodies

Memory change
Language problems

Attention deficits
Slow thinking

Spatial difficulties

Chronic Traumatic 
Encephalopathy

Traumatic Encephalopathy 
Syndrome (?)

r ≠ 1

COGNITIVE 
RESERVE
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�
� CTE

� Neuropathological diagnosis
� Confirmable only via autopsy

� Irrespective of presence or absence of any symptoms
� TES

� Clinical diagnosis
� Symptom presentation

� Irrespective of underlying neuropathology
� Some reach level of “dementia”

� CTE/TES and Dementia
� Not synonymous

� Dementia is a very specific term describing a CLINICAL syndrome
� Requires FUNCTIONAL impairment and change from previous level

� Inability to independently perform activities of daily living
� Cooking, managing finances, personal care, etc.

� Only a small % of identified CTE cases had dementia

CTE vs. TES



�
CTE Neuropathology



�
Tau

• Stabilizes neuron microtubules 
(structural component)
• Railroad ties

• Concussive forces can 
phosphorylate tau protein

• Phosphorylation of tau leads to 
detachment and misfolding

• Misfolded tau not cleared and 
accumulates

• Axon transport systems become 
dysfunctional 
• Train can’t get down the tracks



�

CTE Neuropathology

9 pathologists shown 19 brain regions from 25 brains with progressive 
tauopathies
• CTE, AD, PDD, PSP, CBD, age-related tauopathy, argyrophilic grain 

disease
• Independent review blinded to age, sex, and clinical history

McKee et al., 2016



�
�REQUIRED

� “In CTE, the tau lesion considered pathognomonic was 
an abnormal perivascular accumulation of tau in 
neurons, astrocytes, and cell processes in an 
irregular pattern at the depths of the cortical 
sulci”

CTE Neuropathology

McKee et al., 2016
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�
� Different severities described

� 4 stages proposed in 2013 based on degree and 
distribution of pTau (and other proteins) 

� Cannot identify in vivo with neuroimaging
� Current evidence all cross-sectional
� “it remains unclear whether all cases progress, 

progress at the same rate, or whether some instances 
of CTE persist indefinitely as early-stage disease.”

Is CTE Progressive?

(Stein et al. 2014)



�
� “…thus far, this pathology has only been found in 

individuals exposed to brain trauma, typically multiple 
episodes.”

� Areas that need further study:
� Specific pathological stages of the disorder – progressive?
� Further characterization of amyloid and TDP-43 pathologies

� “It is especially important for the community to 
understand that it is not yet possible to correlate clinical 
symptoms or future brain health with the signature 
pathologic feature of CTE.”

NINDS Conclusions on 
CTE

McKee et al., 2016
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CTE Pathology Resources



�
Prevalence and Risk

Recent Data and Limitations
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�
� 177 of 202 (87.6%) of deceased former football players with CTE 

pathology
� 110 of 111 (99%) former NFL
� 7 of 8 (88%) of former CFL players
� 9 of 14 (64%) of semi-pro football players
� 48 of 53 (91%) of collegiate football players
� 3 of 14 (21%) of high school football players
� 0 of 2 (0%) pre-high school

� Variable severities
� NOT new cases – many previously reported in earlier studies

� Not all cases carried forward…….
� ALL reported clinical symptomatology (selected/biased series)



�
� 202 brains were collected from a convenience sample

� Specialized recruitment 
� 1) individuals who played football AND
� 2) complained of neurological problems before death

� Prevalence estimates (% values) are not 
informative 

� Equivalent to determining prevalence of chronic ankle 
instability from sample of athletes with prior ankle 
injury now complaining of ankle problems

� NEED inclusion of participants across entire health 
spectrum, with and without repetitive trauma 
exposure

What does that mean?



�
� Bieniek et al. (2015) – Mayo Clinic Brain Bank

� 66 brains from participants with collision sport 
exposure
� 21 (32%) had CTE pathology

� 0 brains without collision sport exposure had CTE
� LIMITATION

� Determination of collision sport history
� Obituaries, medical records, yearbooks

� Very high likelihood that many individuals without 
documented exposure actually played those sports

Best Guesses So Far



�
� Difficult to determine based on current study methods
� Common finding in Alzheimer Disease literature

� After age 70, high prevalence of asymptomatic AD
� No reported symptoms during life – AD found postmortem

� Earlier CTE study of 68 confirmed cases
� 11% were asymptomatic

� Some with relatively severe pathology (i.e. Stage III or higher)
� Essential group to study

� Susceptibility, protective factors, preserving function, etc. 

Asymptomatic CTE



�
� Often weak or nonexistent correlation between number of 

self-reported concussions and CTE severity
� Total participation years possibly better predictor

� Implication for subclinical impact exposure
� Still inconsistent among studies

� Vast majority of cases – extensive history of both
� Coaches’ and clinicians’ role

� Limit impacts where possible
� Practice setting – “friendly fire” impacts

Concussion vs. 
“Subconcussion”



�



�



�� Repetitive brain trauma appears necessary
� Proximity of exposure?

� Clinically diagnosed injury vs. subclinical trauma vs. both 
� “necessary but not sufficient”

� Presence is required, but by itself will not produce outcome
� “sufficient but not necessary”

� Will produce outcome by itself, but so will other factors
� Civilian risk

� Single/isolated brain injury event(s)
� MVA, fall, assault 

� Military and athlete risk
� Repeated event

� Multiple impact, blast exposure

Population-Specific 
Considerations

End-goal of rehab 

Return to exposure



�
� Playing styles, practice regulations, concussion 

recognition/treatment  have changed drastically
� Formalized protocols allow for rest/rehabilitation after 

diagnosed injuries
� Many participation levels now limiting contact practices
� Evidence for “window of vulnerability” after a concussion

� Reducing incidence of playing through injuries
� Eliminate sustaining more impacts when brain is vulnerable
� Immediate recognition and removal improving, but still 

problematic currently
� Ex) Boxers from old studies – NEVER stopped

Generational 
Considerations



�
� Unknown prevalence
� Unknown incidence
� Unknown risk factors beyond repetitive trauma
� Cannot be diagnosed prior to death

Conclusions



�
CTE Clinical Syndrome

Traumatic Encephalopathy Syndrome 
(TES)
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Clinical Presentation
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Proposed Clinical Symptoms



�
Broad Perspective

Montenigro et al. (2014)
� Lit Review – 202 cases

� 70% boxers, 48% pre-1970
� Sensitivity over specificity

� Research application
� Modeled off NIA-AA process 

for AD
� Biomarkers for informing 

diagnostic certainty
� Mood/behavior can define 

syndrome
� Not meant to predict specific 

underlying pathology

Reams et al. (2016)
� Modification of existing 

criteria
� Specificity over sensitivity

� Clinical application
� Reliance on clinical features 
� Cognition a central 

component
� Mood/behavior supportive 

only
� Not meant to predict specific 

underlying pathology



�
� Non-validated definition of what constitutes “repetitive” 

or sufficient head trauma exposure
� Yet to identify a “typical” clinical profile

� Highly variable clinical presentations
� Low (if any) predictability for underlying pathology

� Difficult to ascertain timing of symptom onset
� Multiple confounding factors that 

DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECT ATHLETES

Limitations of Clinical 
Diagnostic Criteria
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From Asken et al., 2016



�
� No established causal link
� Associations are weak and anecdotal, at best
� Retired NFL athletes statistically less likely to die by 

suicide compared to general population
� Suicide only recently linked to CTE

� Not listed as “cause of death” in any CTE case prior to 2002
� Review of retired NFL athlete deaths (1920-2015)

� 26 of 26,000+ since 1920 died by suicide
� 21/26 with other documented risk factors (i.e. substantial life 

stressors)
� 11/26 occurred between 2009-2015

CTE and Suicide

(Maroon et al., 2015)

(Baron et al., 2012; Lehman et al., 2016)

(Iverson, 2014; 2016)

(Webner & Iverson, 2016)
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Composite Cognition Depression Score
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Age of First Exposure



�
Interpretation

1. Starting football before age 12 is associated with significantly 
worse cognition during middle-age (~50s) than those who started 
playing after age 12



�

Neuropsychology 101

Understanding cognitive reserve and 
normative reference groups



�

Normative Comparisons

� Rarely have “healthy” baseline comparison for 
neuropsychological referral

� Need a large, non-clinical sample to establish performance 
variability on a given test
� Determine patient’s function relative to expected performance

� Orthopedic analogy – compare ROM or MMT to uninjured side
� Each test will have its own normative reference group

� Establishes standardized scores for the test
� Percentiles, impairment cutoff criteria, etc.

� Some “norms” better than others – often patient-specific



Defining Impairment
� 1.5 – 2.0 SD below average normative performance
� One test within a cognitive domain vs. composite 

performance within domain?

1.5 SD below mean = ~7th %ile

2.0 SD below mean = 2nd %ile

1.7 SD below mean = 5th %ile

???



�

Normative Reference 
Factors

� Age – normal development/decline over time
� Sex – biological differences
� Education – exposure to cognitive stimulation/strategies

� Self report (years of education) vs. Achievement based 
(grade-equivalent reading)?

� Race/Ethnicity – often a proxy for SES (imperfect)
� These factors are known to significantly influence TEST 

SCORES
� Test scores indirectly measure true cognitive function
� Imperfect…but the standard for defining clinical impairment



�
� Crystallized

� Cognitive abilities largely maintained despite neurological 
insults
� Brain injury, most mild/moderate severity dementias

� Ex) Vocabulary, reading, general knowledge
� Once obtained, they’re maintained
� Excellent measures of premorbid intellectual functioning

� Inform “expected” abilities on other tests

� Fluid
� Cognitive abilities broadly susceptible to neurological insults
� Ex) memory, reasoning, problem solving, attention, aspects of 

language 

“Crystallized” vs. 
“Fluid” Intelligence



�
� Importance of premorbid intelligence estimates and patient 

history

Cognitive Reserve and 
Norms

Understanding the role of cognitive reserve
Preservation of FUNCTION despite STRUCTURAL changes due to 

neurobiological effects of aging, degeneration, neuron loss, etc.

EDUCATION OCCUPATIONAL 
ATTAINMENT

SOCIAL 
ENGAGEMENT GENETICS

Higher education predicts better crystallized and fluid intelligence
By extension…expected to perform better on cognitive tests



Age of First Exposure



�

Interpretations

1. No AFE Effect!  The <12 group is expected to have lower cognitive 
scores even without exposure to head impacts based on their 
estimated “premorbid” intellect. 

2. Yes AFE Effect!  The <12 group had poorer reading performance 
BECAUSE they were exposed to head impacts at an earlier age.



�

• No difference in cognitive test scores (BTACT)
• Mood/behavior scales differed with small to medium effect sizes



�
Patient Age Years of 

Education

Grade-
Equivalent

Reading 
Level

1 51 16 6.9
2 44 15 9.8
3 59 16 1.9
4 35 16 4.7
5 51 16 4.4
6 51 16 9.2
7 42 16 12.5

UF Clinic Examples

!!!

!!!
!!!
!!!



�
Race + Age + Education 

Quantity
Race + Age + Education

Quality

Test Raw T %ile Descriptor Raw T %ile Descriptor

Boston Naming Test 36 25 <1 Impaired 36 42 21 Low Avg.

Verbal Fluency – FAS 40 48 42 Average 40 60 84 High Avg. 

Category Fluency -
Animals 15 41 18 Low Avg. 15 51 53 Average

Trail Making Part A 47” 38 12 Below Avg. 47” 46 34 Average

Trail Making Part B 59” 56 73 Average 59” 70 97 Superior

Booklet Category Test 105 22 <1 Impaired 105 37 9 Below Avg.

Years of Education = 16 Grade-Equivalent Reading Level = 4.4* 



�
� Prevalence and incidence rates (pathologically or clinically)

� Biased case series to date
� 4 subgroups within this population to identify

� + CTE / + TES
� + CTE / - TES
� - CTE / + TES
� - CTE / - TES

� Risk factors, protective factors
� Clinical correlates to pathology

� Absence of patients with neuropsychological eval prior to 
death
� All retrospective informant report – major limitations

Research Gaps



� Terminology matters – Neuropathology ≠ Clinical Syndrome
� Important to clarify risk for incident pathology vs. dementia

� COGNITIVE RESERVE moderates the link

� Repetitive brain trauma greatest known risk factor for CTE pathology
� Amount and severity of trauma unknown
� Clarify nature of “progression”

� The unique pathology of CTE – according to most, but not everyone
� Pathognomonic sign: abnormal perivascular accumulation of tau in neurons, 

astrocytes, and cell processes in an irregular pattern at the depths of the 
cortical sulci
� However…many CTE cases have comorbid neuropathology

� Current clinical research limited by variably appropriate control group 
comparison

� Read the science!
� Be critical of the science!

Take Home Points
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